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 Multiple challenges and risks to democratic values and fundamental human 
rights emerge from the constitutulization processes of social media platforms. 
This article submits that more consideration has to be put on how private 
governance of social media platforms should be transparent, consensual, 
relatively stable in its application and how it should be enforced fairly. The 
values presented by the rule of law as well as traditional democratic principles 
of a sovereign state should inform the debate around contested relationship 
between the users and social media platforms. Digital constitutionalism is a 
concept that explains waves of constitutional counteractions as a result of a 
fast pace development of digital technologies. Digital constitutionalism is 
regarded as the idea that considers the constitutionalism of the digital society. 
This article focuses on examining constitutional tone of existing terms of 
service of a world leading social media platform Facebook and reviews 
potential value that digital Bills of Rights, intiated by various non-
governmental organizations and individuals, may hold in shaping human 
rights’ compliant governance framework for social media platforms in the 
years to come. From the terms of service and bills of rights, it is based to show 
that Facebook is ready to show a peculiar configuration. At present, social 
media bills of rights and terms of service play the constitutionalizing roles.  
Nevertheless, it is not the aim of the current author to exhaust the topic, but 
rather to provide potential answers to the matters examined. 
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Introduction. Communication helps convey meanings associated with cultures, creating 
content for human interactions to take place. The digital world has enabled the creation of new media 
in the information society framework that has helped bring about fundamental rights to the field of 
communication. The process of communication determines, to a more significant extent, how 
socialization plays out (Kauppi, 2018). Humans are accompanied by communication from the start of 
their existence until their end, and communication determines every human’s community, social 
interactions, knowledge and culture (Batorski & Grzywińska, 2017). Moreover, it has undergone 
various forms of evolution since its inception. Communication has shifted from oral interactions 
between two or more individuals to written interactions between hundreds of individuals. Notably, 
Celeste (2019) notes that the emergence of the industrial revolution equally led to the emergence of 
new social media methods that has likewise led to a change in today’s constitutional system in what 
has come to be termed as the digital revolution. The author adds that the evolution of digital 
technologies has changed human lives to the extent that humans have come to live partly in the digital 
world. Written works paved a way through which communication evolved into printing. During the 
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nineteenth century, communication shifted towards more visual means, which further facilitated the 
development of the photography industry to emerge. The subsequent century allowed industries such 
as television, radio and film to develop. This shifted us to the current new era where communication 
has switched to digital forms, and the Internet is an example of this development. 

According to the above description, the evolution of communication is one of human history’s 
most significant transformations. Due to these technical advancements, the inherent capability of 
humans has increased. In modern times, humans immerse themselves in newer situations, which bring 
about unaddressed questions. During this process, especially in a democratic society, human rights 
enforce a set of requirements that have to be satisfied (Drymiotou, 2015). It should be noted that while 
the current author utilizes the term “fundamental rights” instead of “human rights” (the former being a 
term familiar to constitutionalism, while the latter is common to international regulation), both terms 
and concepts are referred to as synonyms. The current paper aims at approaching some of the most 
relevant components which elaborate on the fundamental rights and newer communication form 
convergence. Moreover, it is not the aim of the current author to exhaust the topic, but rather to 
provide potential answers.  

Methodology. Research methodology for this article includes review and analysis of the 
existing literature that contributed to the development of global constitutionalism as one of the layers 
of Multilevel Constitutionalism (Pernice, 2018). Literature review undertaken includes review of 
legislation, social media terms of use, digital bills of rights and other international instruments, 
scientific journal articles and books. The main part of the literature review included peer-reviewed 
journal articles reporting the results of a qualitative or mixed methods research study in the fields 
where digital constitutionalism plays a central role.  

During the pre-research phase, key words and databases were selected in order to find most 
relevant literature. This area of law is interdisciplinary in nature as it embodies work from 
constitutionalists, legal theorists, philosophers, economists, digital professionals and journalists.  

Law is a social science, so it is not empirical in nature. Instead the research has been of 
qualitative nature. Furthermore, principles and concepts of public international law and private 
international law have been analyzed as well as vertical and horizontal application of human rights and 
terms of service of social media platforms.  

The Stage of the Digital World. 
Currently, the world has changed; it has become a digital world, an information society. This 

transformation is spearheaded by the network that connects every device around the world; the 
Internet. From the perspective of communication, this all connecting network is merely another stage 
in its evolution (a process introduced in the earlier paragraphs). Cyberspace allows humans to move 
away from working with physical elements to virtual space's intangible paradigms. It allows 
information to be processed and delivered at lesser costs and with fewer challenges, and it further 
decreases the volume of storage required. Regardless, the Internet has allowed for communication to 
step into new paradigms (Castells, 2001).   

Digital technologies and Janus, the Roman myth, are very similar. On the other hand, it 
demonstrates a considerable amount of ambiguity, and contradictions currently promise a global 
village's positive and hopeful future. This makes it much more challenging to analyze the digital age in 
a meaningful way.  In this relation, in its positive components, humans currently have various ways to 
construct and create newer means of communication, the direction of civil training and education, 
leisure activities, or potentially renewing democracy. 

Their further evolution is likely to bring about considerable societal changes, bringing about 
what many consider to be the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Schwab, 2017). The society of information 
has propagated interdependent procedures (also known as globalization) (Beck, 2015). This has 
shaped the situation where modern communication is created. Despite a considerable number of 
economic problems that globalization faces, it is vital to consider that communication phenomena 
entails relevant ideological and cultural implications. This has several semantic and structural 
consequences, and the process of globalizing has transcended the economic discipline and moved 
toward theoretical frameworks where academics seek an explanation (Steger, 2017). 

The Public Sphere and Social Media. 
The public sphere functions as an intermediary arrangement between the functional and 

lifeworld systems, private sectors, and political systems (Abbasi, 2017). Here, political and social events 
are commented on, observed, and selected according to their relevance in terms of society (Hunsaker and 
Hargittai, 2018). The most frequently associated idea with Jürgen Habermas’ works (1991) is that of a 
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highly-functional public sphere being condition of potential for a democratic polity. Habermas' 
connection between professional journalism, mass-media, free press, and the nexus between liberal 
constitutionalism and democratic accountability, is also a prominent theme in between facts and norms. 

However, the early works of Habermas dwelled less into teleology. One of his well-known 
works, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, provided an elaboration of how 
developments in media technology and media business had changed civic society. Moreover, the way 
it had changed the coffee house's liberal culture of the age of enlightenment to a mediatized public 
sphere characterized by mass-media such as broadcasting and newspaper (Hunsaker and Hargittai, 
2018). From his works, one can comprehend that the public sphere’s structure is malleable and not 
fixed. It is created by media that people within the public sphere, utilize for communication and that 
any public sphere transformation has considerable ramifications on the political world.  

The new types of media can be used for newer political campaigns. Still, any new media type 
alters public debate structures and allows for newer forms of politics to come about. Habermas (1991), 
in his book, demonstrates the changes induced by the mass-media upsurge as being highly ambivalent: 
broadcasting, newspapers, and the radio allowed contemporary mass democracies alongside fascism. 
A considerable number of current academics have utilized Habermas' theoretical frameworks for the 
digital age context have debated that social media's growth will encourage the public sphere to 
structurally transform or contribute to the public sphere's fragmentation (Dahlberg, 2007). 

Several studies have assessed social media politics and have made attempts at demonstrating 
how, social media, because of the financial interests and technological architecture behind it, rewards 
particular forms of speech and silences others, dividing and creating audiences; hence, gradually 
changing how contemporary people communicate not only on public issues but private issues as well. 
However, social media’s particular effects on politics are challenging to pinpoint due to the 
controversy among scientists in the social discipline regarding the influence of filter bubbles and the 
phenomena itself (Qin, 2015), (Tsesis, 2017).   

In addition to the above, ten years ago, the co-founder of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, had 
compared his website to a well-populated nation (Grimmelmann, 2008). Currently, this type of 
association is not valid: the website, according to Statista 3 (2020), had over 2.5 billion active users 
per month by the second quarter of 2019, which is well above that of the world’s most populated 
nation’s 1.43 billion (Worldometer, 2020). Nonetheless, these statistics further reinforce Facebook as a 
massive country: an entity with its population; users, territory, platform, and legislation; Terms of 
Service and Community Standards. Stemming from Zuckerberg’s view discussed above, one realizes a 
rhetoric tone in the manner used to refer to the company’s service terms. From a legal perspective, 
these terms act as a contractual agreement between private entities. However, one can view it as 
Zuckerberg presenting the terms as a fundamental law that universally protects the rights of its users.  

From Zuckerberg’s aforementioned words, it can easily be inferred that the Facebook founder 
uses a rhetoric tone while talking about the social media platform terms and conditions of use. If this is 
to be analyzed from the legal viewpoint, the terms and conditions set for use on the platform are 
equally a contract between the platform users (private players). Yet, on the other hand, it appears 
apparent that the Facebook chief executive user intends to convey these principles as basic laws that 
universally protect the platform’s users rights all over the globe (Celeste, 2018). Precisely, a person 
would get an inner feeling through reading Facebook’s terms and conditions or to be exact Facebook 
Terms of Service (Facebook, 2020). Apparently, the platform’s Community Standards lays out the ten 
commandments of rights and freedoms. It terms Facebook’s Community Standards a deed where the 
phrase ‘you’ that is to say the user is moreover substituted with more general expressions such as 
‘People’ (Facebook, 2020). The current author, through the term “constitutional tone,” refers to the 
jargon utilized in traditional constitutional documentation and adoption of specific configurations that 
articulate contents regarding the duties, rights, and principles.  

Furthermore, the uncharacteristic combination of the terms and conditions that are governing 
the constitutional sphere and social media is barely a secluded event. On the contrary, this trend has 
been apparent in several emerging law decrees on the platform that have come to be widely known as 
“What next for the Social Network Users’ Bill of Rights?” (Pincus, 2011), “The Bill of Privacy Rights 
for Social Network Users” (Opsalh, 2020) and “The Bill of Rights for Social Network Users” 
(Sterling, 2020). The stipulations stated herein have no binding legal significance as they are merely 
an output of non-governmental organizations and individuals. On the contrary, their content seeks to 
express several rights and obligations to users of social media platforms in a manner that expresses the 
traditional constitutional frameworks. 
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On the other hand, their contents articulate, to the users of social media, a set of rights and, for 
platforms of social media, set of obligations in a manner echoing traditional instruments of the 
constitution. Under this phenomenon's light, one may consider, cynically, adoption of what the current 
author refers to as a constitutional tone through these articles is simply legal talisman (Joseph, 2012); a 
method for legitimizing social media governance's arbitrariness, or a mere marketing instrument, 
benefits from common preconceptions associated with the concept of constitution. 

The Terms of Service of Facebook. 
From a necessary observation of the service terms of popular platforms of social media (for 

example, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and more), it is possible to identify a particular 
configuration, Terms of Service of Facebook. The company is the only social networking platform that 
refers to its service terms documentation as “Statement of Rights and Responsibilities,” a term that 
reflects the dimension of national constitutionalism where every citizen's responsibilities and rights are 
established. According to the Statement; itself, the company had derived it from its own Community 
Standards (Facebook, 2020). 

The company’s Ten Commandments or Community Standards are highly detailed. They 
include a set of individual rights to set controls of privacy, own their information, possess instruments 
that access and share information, and not be eliminated from the website. Users can have free access 
to the website, have their responsibilities and rights documented in an individual document, and have 
responsibilities and rights consistent with the company's Community Standards. Build reputation and 
trust, access and share information, and connect online. Least said Facebook’s Community Standards 
express its terms and conditions as ‘you’ or ‘we’ in terms of the analyzed social networks. At the same 
time, as expected, the Legal Terms addresses in a general way ‘the People’ or ‘Every Person’ in a way 
that specific norms were set for all people on the universe, notwithstanding the use of Facebook as a 
means to convey information.  

The company attempted to push for democracy on its medium in 2009 when it announced that 
its users would be able to vote on their preferred terms of service. During this time, the Statement 
provided that if over seven thousand users commented on a change proposed, it would be put to the 
vote, where users have the option to choose alternatives (Robertson, 2018). This vote was to be 
binding if over thirty percent of the website’s active users participated. Facebook terms, contrasting 
with other social media platforms, do not seem to be a simple contract between parties in private. It is 
possible to view willingness of the company to offer its terms a more constitutional tone. 

Social Media User Bill of Rights. 

In their work, Redeker, Gill and Gasser (2018) classified four documents looking toward 
established, for social media platforms, a bill of rights. These four included “What next for the Social 
Network Users’ Bill of Rights?” (Pincus, 2011), “A bill of Rights for Users of the Social Web” and 
“Bill of Rights for Social Network users” by Ello (Sterling, 2020), and the “Bill of Privacy Rights for 
Social Network Users” (Opsahl, 2020). These articles possess not an ounce of value in regards to 
being legally binding. Instead, they were published as guidelines by non-governmental organizations 
or individuals within the last decade. Like the Terms of Service and Community Standards of 
Facebook, these articles utilize jargon associated with the dimension of the constitution; for example, 
all four are titled "Bill of Rights” (Redeker, Gill, and Gasser, 2018). The rights that these types of 
documentation articulate are generally aligned thematically with what Davies (2014) had described as 
being freedoms of the user. In 2014, Davies empirically analyzed various users' bill of rights proposals 
and derived, from them, ten principles, each of which was articulated into various rights and freedoms. 
Finally, on a substantive level, these articles, while offering users a set of rights and liberties, also 
enforce a set of obligations on private social media network-hosting companies. Facebook Terms of 
Service and Facebook Community Standards as well as the social media user bills of rights discussed 
herein embrace a constitutional tone. 

New Mechanisms of Constitutionalisation. 
The constitutionalisation notion for the context of the current paper is a term used to designate 

the processes of identification, emergence, and creation of elements that are similar to the constitution 
within a legal order (Peters & Pierre, 2006). This concept has been utilized in various legal disciplines 
with specific focus raised of recent in fields of international law and European Union law (Klabbers, 
Peters and Ulfstein, 2009). The constitution notion reflects the 1789 French Civic and Human Rights 
Declaration’s Article 16. This states that a society that does not make provisions to guarantee power 
separation and rights does not have a Constitution (Le Conseil Constitutionnel, 1789). Hence, based 
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on the former explanation, the notion of the constitution can be defined by two critical functions: (1) 
Power balancing; and (2) Human rights protection.  

The Advent of Social Media as a Genesis of Constitutional Counteractions. 

Global constitutionalism is a composite series of theoretical strands that orbit an essential 
concept (Klabbers, Peters, and Ulfstein, 2009). This concept is a narrative of a constitutional nature 
made up of values, for example, power balancing, the rule of law, fundamental rights protection, and a 
set of mechanisms or institutions to aid these values can be identified beyond national dimensions 
such as at international level (Leite Gonçalves and Costa, 2015). Initially, the theory was created to 
reinterpret individual organizations' treaties as their constitutions, such as the World Trade 
Organization or the European Union (Noesselt, 2016). Interestingly, the theory is adopted to elaborate 
on specific Internet-related phenomenon. Drymiotou (2019) had debated that the Internet is a system 
where modern privatization and globalization processes challenge constitutional frameworks centered 
on the state. Subsequently, constitutionalization's alternative processes have increased through self-
regulating private actors (Přibáň, 2016). 

Furthermore, new constitutionalization types would not be successful if they had not re-
specified and generalized norms of the constitution that originate from state-centered dimensions by 
taking the new multinational social environment's peculiarities into account (Schneiderman, 2016). On 
the other hand, it is worth highlighting that the lack of a standardized human rights’ framework does 
not currently guarantee satisfying outcomes regarding individual rights enforcement and decision-
maker accountability. Santaniello, Palladino, Catone, and Diana (2018) contend that current 
international issues necessitate international regulatory frameworks. In this relation, the Internet has 
observed both as its infrastructure empowers, through increased decision-making transparency, the 
international community and offers various chances for participation in a democratic way. In this 
manner, governance of the Internet provides a ripe environment where new norm-building and non-
governmental processes can be evaluated to utilize them in the future. 

Moreover, the rights of users to social media use have been furthered to the point that these have 
been made a constitutional right. Because of this, Teubner (2003) remarks that a group of certain fraction 
of people opposed to globalization has taken a step to filing a lawsuit against several internet providers. 
Leading to this cause is the fact that several host providers have always given service providers the 
chance to design websites, which over the years has had tangles of private collective actions, and state 
attorney as some of the websites presented information about the Nazi propaganda and child 
pornography. The first decree in this movement was first propagated about the decision of the Paris 
Tribunal de Grande Instance, Order of 20th November 2000, that ordered Yahoo Inc to prohibit the 
access of French social media users to the sale of Nazi items (Electronic Business Law Reports, 2001). 
The last gust occurred following the regulation of public-private co-regulation that excludes providers 
from any responsibility whenever they cooperate with government institutions. In the event of this, the 
constitutional laws allow providers to bar the different types of websites that they consider to bear a high 
risk of civil or criminal action. Generally, constitutionalization with regards to the rules and regulations 
that govern social media use and consumption has taken precedence in today’s digital age. 

Redeker, Gill, and Gasser (2018) submit the debate that the international law provided 
traditional individual-rights framework is no longer sufficient when dealing with current systemic 
issues such as international surveillance. In particular, this approach has shortcomings that fail at 
capturing contemporary fundamental rights’ threats, threats that are not restricted to the association 
between state and individual actors. Contemporary international issues associated with global 
communication systems may necessitate a constitutional response that transcends legal-subjectivist 
and statist reductionism.  

In a quick observation of this scholarship, it is evident that there are particular recurring themes 
in the Internet ecosystems from a worldwide constitution viewpoint. The Internet’s global dimension 
necessitates regulatory solutions that transcend the state-centered dimension; individual fundamental 
right protection against private actor threats; individual empowerment and other actors' powers are 
limited. Furthermore, social media is no longer a fundamental rights’ enabler, particularly enabling the 
freedom of expression (Tsesis, 2017) but it is also a medium utilized by states, individuals and private 
organizations to threaten said rights and commit unlawful actions (Tushnet, 2017).  

Terms of Service and Bills of Rights as an Expression of Compensatory Constitutionalism. 
The counteraction of constitutionalism made in a state-centered paradigm is comprised of 

adapting legal texts that belong to one of the legal source pyramid’s echelons. It is comprised of an 
association between citizens and states and attempts to control through enforcement of state 
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jurisdiction and social media organizations. An example of this instrument may be the 2017 German 
Network Enforcement Act, which aims at improving social network law enforcement (Schmitz and 
Berndt, 2018). The NetdZG, under specific deadlines, enforces organizations in the social media 
professionals to eliminate unlawful content from their platforms (Schmitz and Berndt, 2018). 

Conversely, the environment of social media has three primary characteristics; primarily its 
international dimension, the increase of private organizations as new dominant powers aside from states, 
and the existence of private actors intimidating individual rights. Developed at a state level, 
constitutional instruments do not possess an international application scope and focus on the association 
between citizens and states. In similar situations, constitutionalization's compensatory processes may 
increase beyond states as a response to the shortcomings of mechanisms of the constitution that is state-
centered. In this context, there will not be any works that belong to the norms of traditional hierarchy. 
The association between actors, such as private organizations and citizens, should be then considered. 
This mechanism would reach global levels and not depend on apparatuses of nation-states.  

Fundamental Human Rights and Eroding Constitutionalism. 

The experiment that Facebook had conducted including notions on democracy on its website 
demonstrates the disassociation between legal realities and social values. In law, service terms are 
contracting documentation that establishes a primary customer transaction: users agree to be bound by 
the conditions and terms of the website to attain access to it. The legal connection between users and 
providers is that of customers and firm, not citizens and sovereign state. In legal regards, it is not 
logical to speak of rights in customer transactions should they not be bargained for explicitly. 

Service term documents are constitutional documentation that is essential on how shared 
social environments are governed as well as constituted. Service term documentations offer their 
operators a considerable amount of power. These documents, for corporate, large platforms, in 
particular, are written in a manner that aims at safeguarding the platform providers’ commercial 
interests. In the United States, constitutional rights language does not have any application in the 
private paradigm. The law of the constitution applies mainly to the actions of public organizations and 
state actors where the state itself is involved directly.  

This means that, where they apply, the rights of the constitution, such as freedom of 
association and speech, the right to take part in democratic processes, and due process requirements 
are enforced. These do not apply to private actors and are only applicable to state actors. While 
particular academics such as Shaw (2014), Shefa (2018), and Fiedler and Meyer (2015) have made 
suggestions to the rules of the constitution apply to quasi-public for a platform, legislation has not 
been developed in such a manner. This has led to users possessing a minimum amount of legal redress 
in regards to complaints regarding how the platform, or platforms, is/are governed. Users of online 
platforms are viewed as clients who accept private network participation terms voluntarily. The legal 
response that creates worries for users regarding how platforms are governed is that “If you don’t like 
it, leave” (Fried, 2002) (Suzor, 2018). 

The organizations operating these platforms place a tremendous effort to avoid being seen as 
accountable to third parties for what users do. They accomplish this by reducing the extent to which 
they are viewed as regulating viewers and demonstrating themselves as entirely nonaligned, as 
conversation facilitators and content carriers, these organizations look to avoid the implication of 
being accountable for how their systems are deployed and designed.  

Platforms intervene as user mediation systems cannot be neutral in any manner (Suzor, 2018). 
Accordingly, the terms of service contract documents have to perform double duties. The first duty is 
that users have the reserved rights to control how the platform operates and its use. The second duty is 
to question how the platform exercises its behavior controlling powers for other ends. This dualism 
can be sustained only when these organizations are entirely within the private sphere. The duality 
depends on the proclamation of a basic distinction: While social media platforms possess the legal 
right and technical ability to regulate how the systems are utilized, they are not burdened with legal or 
moral accountability. This distinction operates on the notion that social media users are rational and 
entirely autonomous actors within a liberal market (Fisk, 2016). 

How individual rights are safeguarded within the online world's confines has become an 
increasingly international concern (Suzor, 2018) (Suzor, N., Van Geelen, and Myers West, 2018). 
According to an article published by the Guardian, Berners-Lee called for “Magna Carta for the Web” 
to safeguard individual rights, with the campaign being taken up by the “Web We Want” initiative. 
This initiative uses those that came before and builds on them, namely the principles of the Global 
Network Initiative (2012) and the Charter of Human Rights and Principles on the Internet (2014). 
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Most other campaigns and declarations from supranational entities, groups of civil society, and nation-
states reflect these calls that are inherently grouped amongst liberal and classic priorities.  

Generally, these initiatives are aimed against state actor interference, such as the demands of 
several governments to disclose and gather information regarding users' activities, block or remove 
access to information prohibited, and engineer technologies and networks in a manner that facilitate 
law enforcement and surveillance. In contrast, pressure for improved governance is generally least 
visible and mostly dispersed on intermediaries' internal self-governance practices. This leads 
intermediaries to become more secretive regarding their practice of content regulation and how their 
service terms are enforced. 

Primarily, these have focused on privacy rights and freedom of expression (Suzor, 2018). The 
users who care about how their content is regulated, dissimilar to powerful local governments and 
lobby groups, do not possess an influence on the platforms they use as well as the platform’s policies 
(Santaniello, 2018). In constitutional theory and law, there is a division between private and public, 
which becomes problematic when one realizes that regulation is not only the duty of the state (Seifert, 
2003). The regulations of online environments and how these regulations are enforced have a 
considerable impact on their user’s human rights (Bache, Bartle and Flinders 2016). Recognizing this 
fact has led to several outcries for newer ways of thinking about digital platform governance and a 
better comprehension of how online governance and constitutional rights converge (Joerges, Sand, and 
Teubner, 2004). Thus, there is a need to understand better how, once governance is decentralized, the 
constitution's rights and values can be safeguarded. 

Conclusions. In conclusion, the possibility of justifying and imagining an increase in 
constitutionalization processes offers plausibility of the notions that the documents above seek to act 
as constitutionalization mechanisms on social media platforms, thus adopting a constitutional tone. 
They discussed the private sphere and how social media users and their rights to free speech and 
expression may be violated.  

Furthermore, despite the warm feelings with which Facebook has been welcomed in the society 
for having enhanced the universality of humans, without the proper terms and conditions, Facebook 
would have been a detestable place for all of us. Thanks to that several terms and conditions for both 
service providers and the users can be put in place to govern how people use social media which has come 
with the ability to prevent civil crime as well as the exposure of children to pornographic content. The 
conceptualization of social media has been a long-awaited thing given the primacy of crimes that users 
have executed on its platforms both as social and criminal crimes. With such discussions around digital 
bills of rights in place, social media shows a potential to be a social and justified place for its users. 
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